Pan-American Relations: His Topic

"Inter-American relations"—An "Expert" in the Field

President Bryan's addresses to the students of William and Mary as President, for the first time in the history of the College. The speech was made on Thursday, November 13, in the James Room. President Bryan's speech was followed by a discussion of the ''Pan-Ameri­can relations"—the topic of his address. The students were enthusiastic in their response to the President's address, and many of them expressed their appreciation of the opportunity to hear such an important speaker.

The President's Message

"It is my hope that this speech will serve to promote a greater understanding of the importance of inter-American relations. The United States is a leader in the hemisphere, and it is important that we work together to ensure a peaceful and prosperous future for all Americans. Therefore, it is my duty as President to emphasize the importance of this topic to our students." (Continued on Page 8)

President Bryan concludes his address with the following:

"The future of our hemisphere depends on the support of our youth. Therefore, it is important that we continue to educate ourselves about the history and culture of our neighbors. Let us work together to build a better future for all Americans." (Continued on Page 8)
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Fleming, the Bells Ringer

The music is beginning — Fleming, the beller of the Governor’s Palace in Williamsburg, is ready to lead us into the start of the festival concerts of eighteenth-century music sponsored by the Landmark and held in the candlelit Ballroom of the Governor’s Palace. A series of concerts in tribute to the life of George Washington, the man who was to preside over the Constitutional Convention, was presented to the public.

The history of the Palace concerts has been under the sponsorship of the Restoration and held in the candlelit Ballroom of the Governor’s Palace. At Monticello, and several other places, Americans have been hearing music in the eighteenth century.

The music is beginning — Fleming, the beller of the Governor’s Palace in Williamsburg, is ready to lead us into the start of the festival concerts of eighteenth-century music sponsored by the Landmark and held in the candlelit Ballroom of the Governor’s Palace. A series of concerts in tribute to the life of George Washington, the man who was to preside over the Constitutional Convention, was presented to the public.

The music is beginning — Fleming, the beller of the Governor’s Palace in Williamsburg, is ready to lead us into the start of the festival concerts of eighteenth-century music sponsored by the Landmark and held in the candlelit Ballroom of the Governor’s Palace. A series of concerts in tribute to the life of George Washington, the man who was to preside over the Constitutional Convention, was presented to the public.
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DEMOCRACY Is Everybody... Obviously a bit of well-intentioned irresolution will be written and written again by all of us. We will all be looking for someone to write and for someone to write with. Everyone will want to pick up the folk song by the railroad side. Everyone will want to pick up the folk song by the road in the valley.

We shall be reminded that the American way of life is not a perfect one. It is not a perfect one in a world where there is no such thing as a perfect one. It is not a perfect one in a world where there is no such thing as a perfect one. It is not a perfect one in a world where there is no such thing as a perfect one.

This patriotic generalization is most disturbing. From those who know the enemy as men, no Adult Hitler, no more. Walter Lafeber did not say it. He did not say it. He did not say it. He did not say it.

It will be necessary to examine the political and economic programs of the Americans who will be the most likely to be in a position to win the war. It will be necessary to examine the political and economic programs of the Americans who will be the most likely to be in a position to win the war. It will be necessary to examine the political and economic programs of the Americans who will be the most likely to be in a position to win the war.
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The Outlook...
The Flat Hat Camera Man Goes to W. & M. "Homecoming" Week End

By Barbara Brown

William and Mary was a town of memories this last week end—old ones and new ones. The alumni of old groups had welcomed the members of William and Mary, things so wonderful to us. It was like being in a warning word in itself and as far as good at "homecoming" week end.

The alumni of old groups had welcomed the members of the group. The little boy in front found them interesting animals. Like going to the zoo after all these years of motor cars.

The sun was shining and the sky was a Williamsburg blue. Those half miles long worry cut off by欧美 students had a creaky vehicle harks back to the "good old days." We do not thrust at Mr. Rockefeller's spic and span Colonial City, this chance to see this Saturday morning parade. Jack Camp Bryan in the open carriage. The boys and girls in white are locally happy homeeomers.

"Woodman's Feast"

Grayson Clary, a Junior at the time of the "Homecoming," was the toast of the town in Williamsburg. The program was presented by the University of Virginia, it was the welcome home to the Baptist Church.

The day was perfect, with the weather cold and clear. There was something of excitement in the air. The day was perfect, with the weather cold and clear. There was something of excitement in the air.

"On Land! On Sea! In the Air!"

Following an annual tradition, the alumni feast in the woods on a typical Hunter's "Dinner party." The food was good and plentiful, and the guests enjoyed themselves. The meal included steaks and chocolate sundaes.

"Swing and Sway, the W. & M. Way"

White ties, black ties, and the inevitable strapless evening gowns were put on this year's "Homecoming". The swing dance was popular, and the music was provided by Freddy Johnson's orchestra.

"The Indians on the Warpath"

A Williams and Mary back galley into the V. M. I. second on a side away around the right side of the line. This was a good game, and the players were well trained. The type of play, and brilliant blocking kept the well trained Indian team off balance.
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College Calendar

Tuesday, November 11—
Morton House meeting. 8 P.M., 6 P.M.
Beauvoir Club, Dodge house, 8 P.M.
Ella Sigma Pi, Washington College, 7:15 P.M.
Landon Phi Sigma, Male building, 7:15 P.M.
French Club, Brown, 7:30 P.M.

Wednesday, November 12—
Chapel, 4:45 P.M.
Parade of Art, Phi Beta Kappa, 8 P.M.

Thursday, November 13—
History Club, Brown, 8 P.M.
[Event details]—National Student Council.

Friday, November 14—
Dartmouth meeting. Washington College, 7:15 P.M.
YWCA meeting, Washington College, 7:00 P.M.

Saturday, November 15—
Saturday Board Dances. Blue gym, 8:30 P.M.

Fraternity Meetings

Alpha Chi Omega, lax, house, 5:00-7:00 P.M., 
No. 14.

Kappa Alpha Kappa, house, 7-10 P.M., No.
14. Kappa Delta buffet supper, house, 7-10 P.M.

Theta Delta Chi House, 10 P.M.

Travel Club, Barrett, 7 P.M.

Histories Club, Brown, 8 P.M.

YWCA meeting, Washington 200, 7 P.M.

Chapel, 6:45 P.M.

Sigma Pi Sigma, Rogers, 7:15 P.M.

Open 3 P.M.

PASTRY SHOP
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College Club Notes

By Page Walker and Russ Powers

The Advantages of a Club Club. The club members, being old friends together, want to compete with the other clubs. The boys who have been known to compete with the other clubs are the ones who have been out of school a long time. The boys who are still in school are the ones who have been in school a short time. The boys who have been in school a long time are the ones who have been out of school a long time. The boys who have been in school a short time are the ones who have been out of school a short time.

The latter. (Continued from Page 3)
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